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Email books@barnesbookshop.com 

 
 

SUMMER 2018 
What could be more pleasant: a deckchair in the shade, a cold drink and a new book to keep 
one’s mind off the vagaries of national sporting success?  Here are our summer choices 
including a miscellany of new editions of old favourites – with more suggestions only an 
email or phone call away. So do get in touch. 

LIVES & LETTERS 

 
JULIAN JACKSON   A Certain Idea of France  (928pp) £35 
Life & legacy of General Charles de Gaulle drawing on recently unlocked archives  

FRANCES WELCH   The Imperial Tea Party  (288pp)  £12.99 
The ill-fated alliance between the British & Russian Royal families & the consequences 

MARGALIT FOX   Conan Doyle for the Defence  (344pp) £16.99 
Conan Doyle & a notorious miscarriage of justice: the Oscar Slater case examined 

TESSA BOASE   Mrs Pankhurst’s Purple Feather  (336pp)  £20 
Etta Lemon & the birth of the RSPB: against feathers & the ‘murderous millinery’ trade 

PAUL THEROUX   Figures in a Landscape   (416pp)    £16.99 
Unofficial travels from Zimbabwe to Ecuador in the company of Spark, Conrad & Greene 

BEN RHODES   The World as It Is  (480pp)    £20 
A White House insider evaluates the Obama Presidency both at home & abroad  

DAVID M GUSS   The 21 Escapes of Lt Alastair Cram   (448pp) £18.99 
Based on his journals, the remarkable life & escapes of a World War II hero 
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COLIN CHAMBERS ED.   Peggy to Her Playwrights  (360pp)  £20 
The irrepressible literary agent Peggy Ramsay’s letters to Hare, Ayckbourn, Orton et al 

LANCE RICHARDSON   House of Nutter   (400pp)    £25 
The story of the maverick tailors of Savile Row: patronized by Bianca Jagger & the Beetles 

EDWARD WILSON-LEE   The Catalogue of Shipwrecked Books  (416pp)  £25 
Hernando Colòn, Christopher Columbus’ son & unashamed bibliophile: ahead of his time 

CHRISTIE WATSON   The Language of Kindness  (336pp)    £14.99 
After all the doctors’ memoirs, played for laughs, the plight of nurses on the ward floor 

ALAN GARNER   Where Shall We Run To?  (208pp)    £14.99 
Evocative memoir of his early childhood during the war, in a now vanished England  

IRWIN STELZER   The Murdoch Method  (320pp)    £20 
An insider’s view of what makes the man unique & how he manages success - & failure  

SARAH LANGFORD   In your Defence  (320pp)    £16.99 
A barrister reveals, in eleven cases, what goes on in the criminal & family courts 

DESMOND DE SILVA   Madam, Where are your Mangoes?  (344pp)    £25 
Episodic memoirs of one of the most high profile members of the Criminal Bar  

HELEN RAPPAPORT   The Race to Save the Romanovs  (400pp)    £25 
Unpicking false claims & conspiracy theories, a major re-evaluation of the Tsar’s fate  

MARC MULHOLLAND   The Murderer of Warren Street   (384pp)    £16.99 
Life of Emmanuel Barthélemy: murderer & revolutionary, immortalised by Victor Hugo 

JESSE NORMAN   Adam Smith   (400pp)    £25 
Argues that the ‘father of modern economics’ was not in favour of unfettered markets 

CLAUDIA GOLD  King of the North Wind  (352pp)    July £25 
Shadowy figure of Henry II, only remembered for Becket & Eleanor of Aquitaine. Why?   

TED POWELL  King Edward VIII: An American Life    (320pp)    August £25 
Reciprocated admiration of the Prince - & the King - for America & the Americans 

CHRISTOPHER LEE   Viceroys (432pp) August £30 
The men who went out to India to rule, the sort of people they were on their return  

BART VAN ES   The Cut Out Girl  (288pp)    August £20 
Rescued from Nazi occupied Netherlands, a girl’s experiences set against the wider picture 

DEBORAH BAKER   The Last Englishmen   (384pp)  August £25 
Lives of John Auden & Michael Spender: rivals in love & in the conquest of Everest 

CONOR O’CLEARY   The Shoemaker and His Daughter  (320pp)    August £14.99 
1962 to the present: 80 years of Russian history seen through the experiences of one family 

KATE WILLIAMS   Rival Queens  (416pp)    August £25 
A new perspective on the relationship between Elizabeth I & Mary, Queen of Scots 

MILES TAYLOR   Empress: Queen Victoria and India   (408pp)    August £25 
The Queen’s passionate, intelligent interest in the modernisation & development of India 
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HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
ANTONIA FRASER   The King and the Catholics   (336pp)  £25 
The history of Catholic Emancipation from the Gordon Riots to the ‘bloodless revolution’ 

CHRISTOPHER ANDREW   The Secret World   (960pp) £35 
History of espionage from the Book of Exodus (via Elizabeth I & Napoleon) to the present 

JOHN D HOSLER   The Siege of Acre  (272pp)  £25 
Critical clash between Saladin & the foreign forces in 1191 which decided the 3rd Crusade 

JEREMY BLACK   English Nationalism: A Short History   (192pp)     £16.99 
The English penchant for bolshiness, genius for absorption & to “keep buggering on” 

RICHARD VINEN    The Long ‘68  (464pp) £20 
Or how the avatars of 1968, including Bill Clinton & Tony Blair, continued the revolution 

STEPHEN CLARKE   The French Revolution and What went Wrong   (592pp) £25 
From the author of ‘1000 Years of Annoying the French’: re-evaluating the Revolution 

BBC Radio 3  Last Night of the Proms   (240pp)    £9.99 
An official miscellany regaling us with the history & traditions of a very British institution 

STEPHEN GREENBLATT  Tyrant  (224pp)    £16.99 
Themes of tyranny & power in the works of Shakespeare & their relevancy to today 

JOHN FOOT   The Archipelago   (496pp) £25 
The mysteries & absurdities are not ignored in this history of post-war Italy 

SIMON WINCHESTER   Exactly   (336pp) £25 
Pioneering engineers of the Industrial Revolution who inspired Seiko, Ford, Leica et al 

ADAM RUTHERFORD   Genetics  (56pp)    £7.99 
Ladybird Experts series: leading lights from the arts & sciences introduce their subjects  

PHILIP AUGAR   The Bank that Lived a Little    (448pp)    July £25 
Barclays Bank: the highs, the lows, the boardroom intrigues over the past three decades 

LILIA M SCHWARCZ   Brazil: A Biography   (800pp)  July £30 
From its origins to the present: the battle to fulfill its potential  

IAN THOMSON   Dante’s Divine Comedy   (288pp)    August £18.99 
Biography of the great poem whose reach touches the literature & language of today 
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YUVAL NOAH HARARI   21 Lessons for the 21st Century   (368pp) August £18.99 
Following the author’s previous books, ‘Sapiens’ & ‘Homo Deus’, an examination of today  

ADAM TOOZE   Crashed   (720pp) August £30 
The Great Financial Crisis of 2008 & its consequences including Brexit & Trump 

IAN KERSHAW  Roller-Coaster  (704pp)    August £30 
Europe 1950-2017: from the end of the Cold War to the threats  posed by globalization 

JAMES HOLLAND  Big Week  (432pp)    August £20 
February 1944, Operation Argument: the first round-the-clock bombardment of Germany  

PETER MOORE  Endeavour  (432pp)    August £20 
Many lives of Cook’s ship: from Newcastle coal to the birth of American Independence  

ART & ARCHITECTURE  

 
STEVEN BRINDLE ED.   Windsor Castle  (556pp)    £95 
Drawing on new research & primary sources: a thousand years of Royal history 

SUE ROE   In Montparnasse  (320pp)      £20 
From Duchamp to Dali: the Surrealist Movement & its Parisian beginnings 

EMILY HANNAM   Eastern Encounters   (256pp) £20 pbk 
Royal Library’s collection of manuscripts from the Indian subcontinent (Queen’s Gallery) 

MARTIN GAYFORD   Modernists & Mavericks   (352pp) £24.95 
Post-war painters who dominated London’s art scene, draws on unpublished sources 

EMMA CHAMBERS   Aftermath: Art in the Wake of World War I  (128pp) £19.99 pbk 
The social & aesthetic impact of the War, on ‘memorialisation’ & new movements (Tate)    

TIM MAINSTONE ED   Are You Sitting Comfortably?   (176pp)    £35 
Comic genius to the fore: Edward Bawden’s book jackets & other selected illustrations 

DESMOND MORRIS   Lives of the Surrealists   (272pp)  £24.95 
From Magritte to Miró, the personalities, predilections & idiosyncrasies of the artists  
DAN CRUIKSHANK   Skyscraper   (304pp) £20 
Chicago’s Reliance Building: the first high rise building built, pioneer for our present 

RUPERT CHRISTIANSEN   City of Light   (208pp) £18.99 
Haussmann’s renovation of Paris: the template for urban renewal (Landmark Library) 
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FOOD, GARDENING & FINE LIVING  

 
AMBRA EDWARDS  The Story of the English Garden   (304pp)    £25 
From the Middle Ages to the present day: a guide to an English obsession 

GEORGE CARTER   Setting the Scene  (208pp)    £50 
The enduring relevance of Repton’s Red Books to modern garden design & landscaping 

PETER MARREN   Chasing the Ghost   (320pp)  £16.99 
From the woods of the New Forest to the cliffs of Sutherland, a quest to find Britain’s flora 

PAT MORRIS   The Hedgehog   (400pp) June £65/£35 pbk 
Collins New Naturalist Library: habitat, conservation & survival of our favourite mammal 

RUKMINI IYER   The Green Roasting Tin   (240pp)  July £16.99 
Seventy five vegetarian & vegan one-tin recipes  

OZ CLARKE   Wine by the Glass   (176pp) £9.99 
An unintimidating guide to enjoying wine: from the basics to the practicalities 

STEPHEN MOSS   Mrs Moreau’s Warbler   (368pp)    £16.99 
From cuckoo to nightjar: how many of our common birds got their names & lost them 

LUKE BARR   Ritz & Escoffier   (288pp)    £16.99 
How the hotelier & chef joined forces at the Savoy Hotel at the request of D’Oyly Carte 

LYDIA FASOLI   Venice : The Art of Living  (240pp)    £39.95 
The grand interiors behind the fabulous facades (with recipes from Venice & the Veneto) 

LUCY BELLAMY   Brilliant & Wild   (176pp)    £20 
Tips on how to create a wildlife friendly, perennial garden from scratch – in a year  

GRAHAM KERR   The Galloping Gourmet Cookbook   (288pp)    £25 
Lost classics from the exuberant television chef: updated for today’s cook 

DIANA HENRY   How to Eat a Peach  (256pp)    £25 
The art of the menu: how a succession of flavours makes an ecocative meal 

ANJA DUNK   Strudel, Noodles and Dumplings   (368pp)    August £26 
Modern German cuisine. Over 200 recipes for everyday enjoyment 

CLARENCE ELLIS   The Pebbles on the Beach   (240pp)    August £9.99 pbk 
First published in 1954, the pleasures of pebble spotting & collecting remains undimmed  
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FICTION  

 
JOSEPHINE WILSON   Extinctions   (320pp)  July £12.99 
A retirement village seems the perfect solution to life’s disappointments but will it be?  

PETER CAREY   A Long Way from Home   (368pp)  £17.99 
1950’s Australia: Irene Bobs embarks on an adventure to test her driving skills  

WILLIAM TREVOR   Last Stories   (224pp)    £14.99 
“Glimpses” into other’s lives: a final collection from the master of the short story  

CRESSIDA CONNOLLY   After the Party   (272pp)    £14.99 
1938: three sisters, three different reactions to the rise of Sir Oswald Mosley’s Party 

LISSA EVANS   Old Baggage  (320pp)    £14.99 
So what did the militant suffragettes “do” after the battle for the vote was over?  

MATTHEW PLAMPIN   Mrs Whistler  (464pp)    £14.99 
Maud Franklin, James Whistler’s mistress & muse, observes the bickering, art & ambition  

HELEN DUNMORE   Girl, Balancing & Other Stories   (384pp) £20 
Final collection from the author of ‘Birdcage Walk’ & ‘Exposure’ 

MARTIN CULLEN   The Estancia  (399pp)    £20 
Autobiographical novel of a privileged life set against the turbulent years of Peronist rule 

SIMON MAWER   Prague Spring   (400pp)  £18.99 
1968: two British students decide to visit Prague as the Soviet forces mass on the border 

LOUIS DE BERNIERES  So Much Life Left Over   (288pp) £16.99 
Dawn of the 1920’s: four sisters search for family, purpose & happiness at home & abroad 

TIM WINTON   The Shepherd’s Hut   (256pp)    £14.99 
A tale of  disgrace, faith & redemption set against the arid saltlands of Western Australia 

ANNE TYLER   Clock Dance   (304pp)    July £18.99 
A woman refuses to allow her past, dominated by others’ choices, to limit her future 

PAT BARKER   The Silence of the Girls  (336pp)    August £18.99 
Gives voice to the women who watched as the Trojan War took its toll 

DARRAGH MARTIN   Future Popes of Ireland   (448pp)    August £14.99 
1979 & Bridget Doyle has one ambition, that her family produces the first Irish Pope..... 
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CRIME FICTION  

 
MARTIN WALKER   A Taste for Vengeance   (384pp) £18.99 
A double homicide is far from straightforward for Bruno, Chief of Police 

ANDREW MARTIN   The Martian Girl: A London Mystery   (336pp)    July £14.99 
A journalist becomes obsessed with a missing C.19th mind reader 

ABIR MUKHERJEE   Smoke and Ashes   (352pp) £12.99 
Third Sam Wyndham mystery skillfully mixing history & crime in 1920’s India  

E C FREEMANTLE   The Poison Bed   (416pp)  £12.99 
The murder of Sir Thomas Overbury & the Court of James I inspire this thriller 

TRACY BORMAN   The King’s Witch   (448pp)    £16.99 
Frances Gorges risks being tried as a witch or implicated in the Gunpowder Plot 

HENRY PORTER   Firefly   (480pp)    £14.99 
A 13-year-old refugee overhears a terrorist plot being hatched. ISIS & MI6 are on his tail... 

JACK GRIMWOOD   Nightfall Berlin  (464pp)    £12.99 
1986: Major Tom Fox is instructed to bring a British defector home. Things go wrong 

FRANK GARDNER    Ultimatum   (400pp) £12.99 
Luke Carlton, still under contract to MI6, finds Tehran a little too warm for comfort.... 

D B JOHN   Star of the North   (448pp)  £12.99 
North Korea & America, on the brink of war. A woman is missing & the CIA acts. Why? 

E V HARTE   The Case of the Fool   (288pp)  £8.99 pbk 
Second case featuring the Tarot reading sleuth, Dolly Greene 

ANTHONY QUINN  Our Friends in Berlin   (288pp)    July £14.99 
London 1941: a couple seek to unmask a Nazi spy & change the course of the war  

ANN GRANGER   An Unfinished Murder  (320pp) July £20.99 
Joining forces with Jess Campbell & Ian Carter is retired Superintendant Alan Markby  

MANDA SCOTT   A Treachery of Spies    (480pp) August £12.99 
The present: a woman is found murdered in the mode of traitors of the Resistance. Why? 

SOPHIE HANNAH   The Mystery of Three Quarters   (400pp)    August £18.99 
A new case for Hercule Poirot (with the blessing of the Christie estate)  
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A HOLIDAY MISCELLANY 
MURIEL SPARK    The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie   (144pp) £9.99 
Part of the Centenary Edition of her novels – all 22 of which are being re-published 

JOHN LE CARRÉ    Call for the Dead   (160pp) £12.99 
George Smiley’s debut in a tale of espionage & deceit. First in a planned hardback editon 

GWEN RAVERAT   Period Piece: A Cambridge Childhood   (288pp) £9.99 pbk 
Charles Darwin’s granddaughter recalls her upbringing, full of fun & eccentrics (memoir) 

EVELYN WAUGH    A Handful of Dust   (240pp) £7.99 pbk 
Cautionary tale of infidelity & loss set in the inter-war years. (Penguin Modern Library) 

ERIC NEWBY   Something Wholesale   (256pp) £17.50 
The travel writer’s time working for his father in the rag trade (Slightly Foxed) 

WILLIAM THACKERAY    Vanity Fair  (808pp) £10.99 
The Regency lives of Becky Sharp & Amelia Smedley (Macmillan Collector’s Library)  

MICHAEL HAAG    The Durrells of Corfu  (224pp) £8.99 pbk 
Separating truth from fiction: an engaging biography of an eccentric family  

AGATHA CHRISTIE    Death on the Nile  (288pp) £12.99 
Facsimile edition of the 1937 classic featuring Hercule Poirot & his little grey cells  

ROBERT GRAVES    Goodbye to All That   (408pp) £12.99 
The memoirs of a ‘patriotic young officer’ & his time in the trenches in WWI (Everyman) 

HERMIONE RANFURLY    To War with Whitaker   (380pp) £9.99 pbk 
WWII breaks out & our heroine decides to follow her husband, butler in tow (memoir) 

GEORGES SIMENON    Maigret and the Lazy Burglar  (160pp) £7.99 
Maigret investigates the murder of a quiet crook for whom he had a grudging respect  

ROBERT HOLLAND    The Warm South  (320pp) August £25 
From the Grand Tour to the present: how the Mediterranean thawed the  British 

 

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations 
A separate list of recommendations for children is available on request 

To order any of the books in the 
catalogue or for other suggestions 
contact us at: 

Barnes Bookshop 
60 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
 


